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Abstract 
 

Globular Clusters contain very old metal-poor stars in different evolutionary stages evolved 

from the same primordial cloud. Signatures of atomic in stellar interiors are studied in the metal-

poor GC M30. Furthermore, traces of cluster internal pollution depleting alpha elements e.g. 

Mg & O are also found through high precision spectroscopy, which favors the existence of 

multiple stellar populations within a Globular Cluster. In this work, I use spectroscopic 

observations of 177 sample stars using the multi object spectrograph GIRAFFE and increasing 

the initial size of 12 of Scheutwinkel (2018) by 13 new UVES spectrograph sample stars of the 

Globular Cluster M30 ([Fe/H] = -2.3). The abundances of Fe, Ti, Mg & Ba (GIRAFFE) and Fe, 

Na, Al & Mg (UVES) are derived through the graphical spectrum analysis program SIU with 

VI broadband photometric stellar input parameters. The underlying line-formation theory is in 

LTE and uses 1-dimensional hydrostatic plan-parallel MAFAGS atmospheres with mixing 

length convection. We confirm an Al-Mg anti-correlation (Spearman ϱs= -0.583) and a 

correlation (Spearman ϱs= 0.641) between Al-Na in RGB stars as a direct result of being the 

partner elements of the depleted alpha elements Mg & O caused through NeNa, ON and MgAl 

cycles. We find similar element ratios [X/Fe] as Carretta et al. (2018) & O‘Malley et al. (2018) 

favoring the prior existence of multiple stellar populations within M30. Furthermore, we 

detected a signifcant restoration of abundances in the elements Fe, Mg & Ba towards RGB 

stars. Fe, Mg and Ti are matching the predictions of the diffusion model T5.8 (Richard et al. 

2005) reasonably well. For Ba, we have no current atomic diffusion modeling, so the validation 

of the results is not possible. The trend of Ti is v-shaped presumably due to stronger radiative 

accelaration effects for this element. Overall our relative abundance trends are consistent with 

other Globular Cluster studies by Gruyters et al. (2013&2016), Korn et al. (2007) & Lind 

(2007). 
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Populär wissenschaftliche Zusammenfassung 
 

Kugelsternhaufen sind kugelförmige Gebilde, die aus tausenden gravitativ gebundenen Sternen 

bestehen. Sie umkreisen das Zentrum einer Galaxie und sind in der Regel sehr alt. Des Weiteren 

sind die Sterne in einem Kugelsternhaufen häufig im selben Alter, was auf eine zeitgleiche 

Entstehungshistorie hinweist. Bis zur Jahrtausendwende vermutete man, dass Kugelsternhaufen 

nur eine Generation von Sternen beherbergten, welches jedoch widerlegt werden musste. Sterne 

im gleichen Alten haben eine stark unterscheidende Häufigkeit an Magnesium und Sauerstoff. 

Ein Drittel der Sterne hat einen geringeren Anteil an Magnesium & Sauerstoff, aber dafür stark 

angereichertes Aluminium und Natrium. Da diese Anomalie nicht nur bei entwickelten Sternen 

vorkommen, sondern auch bei Hauptreihensternen, kann ein sterninterner Prozess 

ausgeschlossen werden. Der Grund für die stark unterscheidenden Häufigkeiten in Mg, Al, Na 

und O ist die kugelsternhaufeninterne Verschmutzung durch frühere Sterngenerationen. Sterne, 

die massereicher und heißer waren, haben in der Regel nur einen Bruchteil der Lebensdauer der 

jetzigen alten Sterne. Diese heißen Sterne konnten Zentraltemperaturen erreichen, sodass drei 

nukleosynthetisierende Prozesse gleichzeitig abliefen: der NeNa, MgAl und ON Zyklus. Hier 

werden auf Kosten von Na, Mg und O die 3 Elemente Ne, N und Al angereichert. Da die NeNa 

und ON Zyklen im selben Temperaturbereich stattfinden, hat ein O-armer Stern einen höheren 

Na Anteil. MgAl findet bei etwas höheren Temperaturen statt, dennoch weisen viele Sterne eine 

Na-Al Korrelation auf, da beides angereicherte Partnerelemente von Mg und O sind. 

Zusätzlich zu diesen Korrelationen, weisen Kugelsternhaufen ein weiteres besonderes Merkmal 

auf: Wenn Kugelsternhaufensterne das letzte Entwicklungsstadium eines roten Riesen 

erreichen, kann man ihre ursprüngliche chemische Zusammensetzung ableiten. Schwere 

Elemente wie Fe oder Mg werden durch ihr Eigengewicht im Laufe eines Sternalters in tiefere 

Schichten absinken, sodass es zu einer Verarmung der Häufigkeiten von jenen Elementen an 

der Sternoberfläche kommt und somit diese nicht mehr der eigentlichen 

Ursprungszusammensetzung entspricht. Allerdings haben entwickelte Sterne eine besondere 

Eigenschaft: Sie haben tiefer reichende Konvektionszellen, die durch unterschiedliche 

Temperaturdifferenzen im Sterninneren entstehen. Je weiter ein Stern entwickelt ist, desto tiefer 

reichen diese Zellen, sodass ein roter Riese am Ende vollkonvektiv ist. Dadurch werden 

abgesunkene Elemente durch die Konvektionszellen nach oben durchmischt, sodass es zu einer 

Wiederherstellung der Häufigkeiten an der Sternoberfläche kommt. Diesen stetigen 

Restaurierungsprozess kann man durch Vermessung von relativen Häufigkeiten in den 

unterschiedlichen Evolutionsstadien vieler gleich zusammengesetzter Sterne beobachten. 

Für unseren Kugelsternhaufen M30 zeigen wir in dieser Arbeit, dass Sterne in M30 ebenfalls 

eine Mg-Al Antikorrelation und eine Na-Al Korrelation besitzt, und somit die Existenz der 

multiplen Sterngenerationen in M30 nahelegt. Etwa zwei Drittel der Sterne weist eine leicht 

erhöhte Al Häufigkeit auf Kosten von Mg auf und gleichzeitig besitzen diese Sterne auch eine 

leicht erhöhte Na Häufigkeit. 

Desweiteren zeigen wir, dass rote Riesen aus M30 eine signifikant höhere Häufigkeit als 

weniger weit entwickelte Sterne in Fe, Mg und Ba besitzen. Für Ti vermessen wir jedoch eine 

gleichbleibende Häufigkeit, verursacht durch die verstärkte Wechselwirkung mit dem 

Strahlungsdruck relativ zu anderen Elementen am unteren Ende der Konvektionszellen. Dies 

führt zu erhöhten Häufigkeiten in den weniger entwickelten Sternen, da diese keine tief 

reichende Konvektionszellen besitzen. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Dispersed visible light unveils a continuous spectrum that the human eye and brain translates 

to the color spectrum. This continuous spectrum is part of the electromagnetic spectrum. There 

exists other parts such as the infrared region in the longer wavelength part or ultra-violet region 

towards shorter wavelengths. But not all light sources emit the full-color spectrum. Sometimes 

light sources (e.g. He-Ag lamps) only emit certain wavelengths out of this continuous spectrum 

- such spectra with individual emission lines are called emission line spectra. On the other hand, 

there are spectra with dark lines within the continuous spectrum caused by absorption processes 

of photons with atoms, the absorption line spectrum. Hence, spectroscopy is the study of light 

dispersed by prisms or more commonly used in astronomy: diffraction gratings. By using 

spectroscopy the physical properties of the emitting light source can be derived and underlying 

physical processes can be inferred. Common light sources of interest for astronomers are stars 

within our galaxy, the Milky Way or stars surrounding the Milky Way as a satellite forming 

gravitational bound objects such as Globular Clusters. 

Globular Clusters are spherical objects formed by an ensemble of 100.000s of stars bound by 

gravitation. Globular Clusters are dense towards the center and orbit the galactic center. As 

satellites, they belong to the halo of the galaxy or thick disk population (Zinn 1985, Da Costa 

& Armandroff 1995). The stars within the Globular Cluster tend to have low metallicity. The 

metallicity of a star indicates that its initial chemical composition contained a certain amount 

of heavy elements. Hence, a formation history out of a primordial cloud, which was less 

polluted by nucleosynthesised heavy elements, is suggested. Also, stars within the Globular 

Cluster generally have the same age which favors the theory of a formation history within the 

same epoch (Chaboyer 2001). But, spectroscopic and photometric studies led by Gratton et al. 

(2001) discovered that Globular Clusters have stars of multiple populations with different 

chemical compositions. However, the exact formation process of Globular Clusters remains 

unknown. 

The most simple stellar model can be described as a spherical object with chemical 

homogeneity in the outer layers of the stellar interior while in the core region the nuclear fusion 

processes alter the chemical composition continously. Also, emitted photons within the star are 

not leaving the stellar interior instantly. Through multiple scattering processes with the dense 

plasma, the photons are slowly reaching the upper layers and finally leaving the star from the 

relatively thin layer: the photosphere. By spectroscopic measurements of the photosphere 

chemical abundances can be derived and are assumed to be representative of the initial chemical 

composition of the whole star. 
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However, chemical homogeneity in the stellar interior is not easily applicable if stellar evolution 

is included in this simple model. After the hydrogen fusion processes extinguish in the core 

region, the stellar core is contracting. Stellar properties such as effective temperature, surface 

gravity and size are varying relatively quickly due to changes of the stellar structure. These 

different events are not happening instantly, hence evolutionary stages can be defined: 

Main Sequence (MS) stars are stars with an ongoing hydrogen fusion process in the core region. 

Turn-off-Point (TOP) stars are stars where the hydrogen fusion process extinguished in the core 

region and are leaving the MS in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. 

Sub-Giant Branch (SGB) stars are stars in which hydrogen shell burning is ignited and the outer 

envelope is expanding. SGB stars are evolving to Red-Giant Branch (RGB) as they become 

more and more convective, allowing greater luminosity to be carried by the outer layers. 

In addition, more sophisticated models (Bowers et al. 1984) of the stellar interior suggest a 

particle transport within the star, creating a chemical gradient reaching deep layers of the stellar 

interior: the atomic diffusion process. Heavy elements present in the photosphere are predicted 

to sink into underlying layers during the long lifetime of a star. But, stellar evolution will also 

lead to an inward expansion of the outer convection zone, which will transport sunken elements 

to the photosphere and restore the chemical homogeneity. Since RGB stars have deep outer 

convection layers therefore the chemical elements are homogeneously spread, the initial 

chemical composition is restored and can be derived by the spectral analysis of the photosphere. 

In addition, the stellar particle transport processes can be indirectly observed by comparing 

relative abundances in each evolutionary stage, as depletion towards less evolved stars is 

expected. First studies revealing this restoration process were conducted by Korn et al. (2006) 

in the Globular Cluster NGC6397, contradicting earlier studies led by Gratton et al. (2001), 

who analyzed the same group of stars of NGC6397. 

The history of Globular Cluster abundance studies can be traced back to the seventies when 

Osborn (1971) discovered unexpected abundance trends of CH and CN in the RGB of Globular 

Clusters which eventually led to the discovery of the CH-CN anti-correlation in MS stars in 

NGC 6752 (Suntzeff & Smith 1991), 47 Tuc (Cannon et al.1998), and M 71 (Cohen 1999a). 

Furthermore, Smith (1987) and Kraft (1994) suggested the discovery of a second abundance 

trend – the Na-O anti-correlation and the Na-Al correlation in red giants, which at that time was 

not consistent with the assumed formation history of the Globular Cluster. How could stars with 

the same evolutionary & formation epoch have a significant deviation in abundances? First 

explanations (Sweigart & Mengel 1979; Charbonnel,1994; Denissenkov & Tout 2000) 

suggested deep mixing in RGB stars caused by meridional circulations until the observational 

discovery of the Na-Al enhancement paired with Mg-O depletion in MS stars of Globular 

Clusters (Gratton et al. 2001), which are not sufficiently convective to allow deep mixing and 

not sufficiently hot to produce these elements. Hence, stellar pollution by previous populations 

is engendering these abundance trends favoring the existence of multiple stellar populations 

within a Globular Cluster. These populations must consist of high-mass stars because they are 

able to reach temperatures high enough (4 ∙ 107 K < T) to ignite several nuclear synthesis 

reactions (ON, NeNa, & MgAl cycles) (Denisenkov & Denisenkova 1989, Langer et al. 1993) 

simultaneously to produce these abundance patterns (Gratton et al. 2001). The Na-O anti-

correlation (Kraft 1994, Sneden 2000) is by now the most studied abundance trend which is 

also now considered as a signature of a typical Globular Cluster (Carretta et al. 2010). 
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M30 is a GC with a metallicity of [Fe/H] = -2.3 (Gruyters et al. 2016, Caerretta et al. 2009, 

O’Malley et al. 2018), with a mass of about 1.6∙ 105𝑀𝑠𝑢𝑛 (Vande Putte et al. 2009) and an 

estimated age of 12.93 Gyr (Forbes et al. 2010) located 27.100 ly away from Earth (Kains et al. 

2016). A CMD of M30 is presented in Piotto et al. (2015). 

In this work I study the surface abundance restorations in Fe, Mg, Ba & Ti by taking a sample 

of 177 stars from the GC of M30 which are in different evolutionary stages: TOP, SGB, and 

RGB. The data is acquired with the GIRAFFE spectrograph on the VLT. In addition, I study 

the abundance correlations – the Mg-Al anti-correlation and the Na-Al correlation -  in a sample 

of 25 bright RGB stars of M30 acquired by the higher resolving UVES spectrograph. In section 

2 the data reduction & processing methods are described to get scientific useful data out of raw 

image frames. In section 3 the abundances of Fe, Mg, Ti & Ba using GIRAFFE and Fe, Mg, 

Na and Al using UVES are determined. In Section 4 the resulting abundance trends are 

presented & discussed and finally in section 5 the whole work is summarized. 
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2. Observatory, Data reduction and Data processing 
 

The spectroscopic goals to study the Globular Cluster M30 are:  

- to determine relative abundance trends with changing stellar evolutionary stages.  A sample 

of 177 stars which can be grouped in one of the following stages: TOP (T > 6000 K), SGB 

(5200 K < T < 6000 K) and RGB (T < 5200 K) has been selected. In the current theory, it is 

expected that the further evolved the star is, the initial surface abundance in heavy elements 

such as Fe, Ti, and Mg get restored due to inward expansion of the outer convection zone. 

- to detect anti-/ correlation of elements only present in Globular Clusters, such as Mg-Al & 

Na-O. A sample of 25 SGB stars has been selected. It is expected that M30 also has these anti-

correlations, indicating multiple stellar populations within this GC. 

To achieve these two goals a high-resolution spectrograph in a large aperture telescope is 

needed. The observations (P.I. Pieter Gruyters) were carried out at the ESO VLT Observatory 

in Paranal, Chile in service mode in the second half of 2017. The medium-high resolution 

spectrograph GIRAFFE was used to obtain the data for the relative abundance trends, whereas 

the UVES spectrograph with higher resolution has been used to sample the anti-correlations 

among brighter, more evolved stars. 

 

2.1. Observatory & Instrumentation 
All observations were carried out at the ESO VLT Observatory. The VLT is a multi-aperture 

optical telescope with 4 main mirrors, each with a diameter of 8.2 m and 4 moveable additional 

1.8 m telescopes. Together they can form the ESO VLT Interferometer. For our purpose one of 

the main mirrors Unit Telescope, 2 (UT2) has been used. The spectrographs attached to this 

telescope are the GIRAFFE and the UVES spectrographs. The observations were carried out in 

service mode, in which the P.I. is not physically present at the observation site. 

The GIRAFFE spectrograph is a medium-high resolution spectrograph (R ~ 5.500 – 65.000) 

operating in the optical range of λ = 370 – 900 nm. GIRAFFE has been operated in MEDUSA 

mode, in which each individual target is observed by a fiber. In total 132 separate fibers – 

including 20 sky fibers – are used simultaneously. Each fiber has an aperture of 1.2 arcseconds 

on the sky. A sample of 177 stars of the Globular Cluster M30 has been observed with 

GIRAFFE in HR06 setting. (𝜆 = 454 − 476 nm, 𝑅 = 24300)  

The UVES Spectrograph is a high-resolution optical spectrograph with a maximum resolving 

power of 110.000. UVES is attached to UT2 and operates in the spectral range of λ = 300– 1100 

nm. The light beam reaching the spectrograph is split by a dichroic beam splitter into a “Blue 

Arm“ and a “Red Arm“. The colors represent the wavelength range within the visible light and 

near-infrared. 25 RGB stars with V magnitudes between 12 and 16 have been observed with 

UVES in the spectral range 𝜆 = 480 − 577 nm and 584 − 681 nm. 

The observing process can be simply described as follows: the light collected by the telescope 

mirrors is guided into the spectrograph. Several filters and prisms separate the light into the 

necessary optical wavelength region. Through the diffraction grating, the echelle orders are 

dispersed onto the CCD. The CCD reads out and converts the electric current caused through 

the principles of the photoelectric effect into a digital signal which then can be registered as 
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photon counts on the computer. The resolution & quality of the obtained spectra is dependent 

on several physical characteristics such as the fiber positioning on the target, the grating number 

and how the grating is tilted towards the direction of the light beam (blazing angle). The CCD 

has to be kept constantly cooled to avoid fluctuations within the physical property of the CCD 

(e.g. quantum efficiency) and to supress thermal electric current. 

The total observations are split into Observing Blocks (OBs) of 1-hour duration and spread out 

over several nights.  

2.2. Data Reduction Steps 
To acquire useful 1-dimensional spectra from a 2-dimensional CCD image, several data-

processing steps are necessary. First, the dispersion and echelle order axis on the CCD image 

has to be identified to extract a 1-d spectrum „slice“. This spectral slice has physical coordinates 

such as pixel value on the CCD plate and photon counts. Hence more sophisticated data 

reduction methods are necessary to get scientific useful spectra out of this data slice with 

physical coordinates. For this purpose, ESO provides a data reduction pipeline – the Reflex 

pipeline (Freudling et al., 2013) – which carry out the data reduction steps automatically.  

The following part describes the general data reduction steps to acquire scientific useful spectra. 

For a more detailed explanation of how the Reflex Pipeline operates in each individual step, it 

is helpful to refer to the manual (Freudling et al., 2013). 

2.2.1. Bias Frames 

The bias of a CCD is the zero level every CCD adds to the signal. In theory, the bias of a CCD 

can be measured by a dark exposure time of t = 0 s. For obvious reasons a measurement of t = 

0 seconds is impossible to carry out, therefore the bias frames are measurements in the shortest 

possible time the CCD can be read-out in the closed state. The bias value in each individual 

pixel and in between pixels is in principle a stable quantity but can vary in the physical read-

out axis (electric current axis) on the CCD plate. Pixels closer to the read-out direction tend to 

have a smaller pixel value than pixels on the top of the CCD because the read-out process is not 

an instantaneous process. To get the best estimate for the bias of a CCD, several frames are 

created, typically before the observation night starts. Taking the median will exclude all pixel 

outliners of all bias frames and the resulting frame is very close to the actual value of the bias 

in every pixel.  

Assuming a complete random noise of an arbitrary source, the more measurement one takes of 

the signal (S) the better the estimation that the signal will be around its true value with a classical 

standard deviation (N). The ratio between these two quantities is the Signal-to-Noise ratio 

(S/N). If a quantity is measured X times, the resulting true value of the signal S remains the 

same, whereas the noise N is reduced by √X (Bevington, P. & Robinson, D.,2002). This will 

engender a better S/N ratio the more measurements X are done. Combining the bias frames will 

significantly reduce the noise of the master bias frame. The master bias frame is then subtracted 

from every signal frame within the data reduction process. This median combination process of 

multiple frames of the same signal is done for every scientific and calibration frame.  
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2.2.2. Dark Frames 

The CCD is normally cooled down to constant temperatures way below the freezing point of 

water. Cooling of the CCD guarantees stable physical operation of the CCD and avoids 

unnecessary read-outs of additional thermal current which is added to the scientific signal. 

Nevertheless, a small fraction of the thermal current is always added to the signal. To remove 

this additional signal, Dark Frames are measured. Dark frames are frames in which the CCD is 

exposed in a totally closed/dark position. After the bias is subtracted from these dark frames, 

the resulting signal is the dark current / thermal signal. If the dark exposure time is equal to the 

exposure time of each scientific measurement, the Dark frame is the most accurate 

representation of the thermal signal at a given temperature. In practice, in major facilities such 

as the ESO VLT with high-pressure factors (> 2), there is not enough time to carry out full-

scale time-consuming dark measurements. Therefore, a more time-saving method can be used: 

Only a fraction of the actual exposure time of the observation is being measured to create a 

Dark Frame. By assuming the cooling process of the CCD was working properly and the 

temperature has been kept constant, the thermal signal is proportional to the exposure time. 

Hence, a rescaling by the exposure time of the actual science frame can be applied to this 

thermal frame and then added back to the bias to get the rescaled dark frame. This dark frame 

can then be subtracted from the scientific frame. 

2.2.3. Flat Frames 

Flat field frames are calibration frames in which the CCD is exposed by a uniform lamp. These 

flat field frames are necessary to reduce the imperfection of optics and CCD detector. Main 

effects which can be avoided are vignetting in the optics, the sensitivity of the CCD in each 

pixel, how individual fibers transmit light and shadows on the CCD caused by dust particles. 

Vignetting is an effect caused by a real uniform diffuse light source. In theory, such light 

sources will illuminate every pixel with equally many photons in a perfect optical system. But 

in most of the cases, some pixels on the CCD get more light than some others. Usually, the 

center is brighter illuminated than the outer regions. 

The sensitivity of the CCD can vary in each individual pixel and also lose functionality over 

age, same for small imperfections in the optical fibers.  

Any dust particles which will be stuck on any optical elements within the telescope can cause 

shadows, which reduces the photon counts. 

All the above-mentioned effects can cause huge variations in signal strength throughout the 

CCD plane which lead to under or overestimating photon counts. To reduce these effects on the 

actual signal, flat fields are measured. After several flat field frames are measured, they will be 

normalized to their median value to get the relative signal strength in each pixel and then 

stacked to create a low noise master flat field frame. After bias subtraction from the master flat 

field, the scientific image will be divided by the flat field to compensate for local signal strength 

variations. 
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2.2.4. Calibration Frames  

In the current scientific frame, the incoming light of a target is dispersed onto the CCD plate. 

The coordinates along the dispersion axis are in pixel scale, hence it is not in wavelength space. 

To convert this pixel scale into a wavelength scale, the CCD is exposed to light with a known 

wavelength, which after dispersion can convert between these two scales. Candidates for such 

light sources are sources with distinctive emission lines, such as He-Ar lamps or Th-Ar-Ne 

lamps. The more known emission lines - usually around 100 - the light source has spread over 

the dispersion axis, the more accurate are the calibrations between the pixel and wavelength 

scales. The output after this calibration is likely to be the final scientific frame. Additional steps 

such as Sky-subtraction (2.3.1.) can be included within the data reduction pipeline or they have 

to be done manually. 

2.3. Data processing 
After all the necessary steps - bias-subtraction, dark-removal, flat-fielding, and wavelength 

calibration – are executed, the resulting science frame has to be further processed to improve 

the quality of the spectra. In total there were 202 targets (UVES + GIRAFFE) with more than 

3000 spectral files. It is necessary to combine the 1-dimensional spectra of each star to improve 

the S/N and also to reduce the number of spectra. 

2.3.1. Sky subtraction 

While observing a target with a ground-based telescope during the night, the observed scientific 

signal is not only containing the target signal. Sunlight reflected by the moon and sky emission 

(telluric) lines of the Earths atmosphere can contaminate the spectra. To reduce these 

contamination effects, dedicated fibers are pointed to an empty region close to the target. The 

resulting sky spectrum is then subtracted of each target spectrum. Especially for our target M30 

sky-subtraction can have a significant effect on the abundances. The metallicity* of the sun is 

about 200 times higher than the stars within M30. Therefore faint objects – such as TOP stars - 

with narrow metal lines can be highly contaminated by the broad metal lines of the sun spectra. 

The resulting metal lines will be falsely broadened due to overlapping of two different Gaussian 

profiles, which result in overestimation of abundances. Similar contamination occurs with the 

telluric lines. Usually, it is trivial to identify the sky spectrum. The spectrum appears to be flat 

and has a lower signal level compared to the target spectrum. Also, they have distinctive 

emission lines and absorption lines. Emission lines originate from the Earth’s atmosphere, e.g. 

oxygen and sodium or from interstellar clouds in the line of sight. In general, it is recommended 

to combine several sky frames together, to improve the S/N ratio of the master sky frame. For 

our GIRAFFE sample, the sky-subtraction was already included within the Reflex Pipeline 

workflow, whereas for the UVES sample this had to be done after the reduction process. 

* Metallicity is defined as: 

[
𝐹𝑒

𝐻
] = 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (

𝑁𝐹𝑒,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟

𝑁𝐻,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟
) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (

𝑁𝐹𝑒,𝑠𝑢𝑛

𝑁𝐻,𝑠𝑢𝑛
) 

or in a generalized form: 

[
𝑋

𝑌
] = 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (

𝑁𝑋,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟

𝑁𝑌,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟
) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (

𝑁𝑋,𝑠𝑢𝑛

𝑁𝑌,𝑠𝑢𝑛
) 
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2.3.2. Radial-velocity Correction 

For the human eye, a star appears to be in a fixed position on the night sky because of its 

enormous distance. Whereas in reality, the star is moving in the line of sight, so the observed 

spectra are shifted in wavelength space. Several movements are contributing to the radial 

velocity shifting: 

First, the night sky is rotating because of the Earth motion around its own axis. This optical 

shift can be compensated by moving the telescope along with the target via the tracking system 

of the telescope but one has also correct the Doppler shift in wavelength space. Second, the 

Earth is orbiting the Sun, hence different observation days are different positions on the 

elliptical orbit which causes changing relative movements to the target. In addition, the 

Globular Cluster has its own relative velocity and finally, the stars within the GC have different 

velocities relative to the overall cluster movement. These movements cause the observed 

spectra to be Doppler shifted. It is necessary to correct for these movements before co-adding 

the spectra together. A common method is to use a reference spectrum of the sun, the high S/N 

Kitt-Peak Solar Atlas (Kurucz et al. 1984), and identify spectral lines in each science spectrum. 

After localization of identical spectral lines, the science frames are shifted to laboratory 

wavelengths. For stars in M30 the average metal content is 200 times lower than the sun, 

therefore spectral regions with strong prominent lines – e.g. magnesium triplet lines, Hα or Hβ 

or Fe II lines - can optimize the accuracy of the radial velocity correction. For UVES, the 

individual spectra have a S/N ratio high enough (>7) to directly correct to laboratory 

wavelengths. This has the advantage to detect binary systems because each individual 

observation has its own heliocentric radial velocity component. If this radial component is 

periodically changing with time, it is likely to be a binary system and will be be excluded from 

further analysis. For GIRAFFE spectra direct shifting into laboratory wavelengths was not 

possible since each individual spectra did not have the necessary S/N ratio (~3 for the faintest 

stars). The Fourier cross-correlation algorithm task fxcor of IRAF (Tody 1986) could not 

identify the correct spectral lines with respect to the Sun's reference spectrum. It was necessary 

to modify the shifting method. First, the heliocentric component in each individual spectrum is 

eliminated, so the remaining velocity component is the Globular Cluster movement. Now, by 

assuming the stars relative movement within the cluster is not varying , so no binary system, 

the individual spectra of each star can be co-added (2.3.3.). After co-addition, the S/N ratio is 

high enough to shift the output spectra to laboratory wavelengths. In total 13 (faint) stars out of 

177 (Figure 1) had to be excluded from further analysis because the algorithm and the manual 

inspection could not identify spectral lines in the co-added spectra, hence an accurate radial 

velocity shifting was not possible. 
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Figure 1: Apparent V magnitude vs. effective temperature for the corrected and failed sample 

stars (yellow and blue respectively) 

 

2.3.3. Co-addition of science frames & quality control 

After radial-velocity correction, it is possible to co-add individual spectra of identical stars 

together. The spectra have varying observation times, hence changing airmass or exposure 

times are resulting in different continuum level. By simple average combination, spectra with 

different flux level will have varying weight on the averaging process. It is necessary to scale 

all spectra to a common level, so the resulting individual spectra have the same influence on 

the averaging proces. The scaling can be described as follows: Suppose one has three different 

spectra X, Y, and Z. First, one divides X/Z and Y/Z and fit each outcome spectrum with a 

polynomial. This polynomial function is then used to scale the initial spectra X and Y to the 

level of Z through division. IRAF offers with the scombine task an automated algorithm for this 

scaling process. By combining the spectra on their respective median value in each wavelength 

bin, the exclusion of prominent outliers such as cosmic ray or remnants of sky emission lines 

or local spectral artifacts & defects is efficient. After the co-addition, the S/N ratio, of each star 

is measured to verify the data processing step. For this task a small line-free continuum spectral 

range ∆𝜆 ~ 3�̇� is selected and then the signal level of all pixels in this region is measured and 

compared with its standard deviation – the noise level – to obtain the S/N ratio. Figure 2 shows 

the S/N versus the V magnitude. As expected the brighter a star is, the higher the S/N of the 

spectrum, reaching values of over 200 for the brightest targets. However, it is noticeable that 

there is a significant spread at the very faint and very bright stars. Possible causes can be small 

defects in the optical system, misalignment between star and fiber positioning and sky fibers 
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can also be mispositioned e.g. to a very faint star. Nevertheless, the S/N is meeting the 

expectations for further analysis. 

Another approach to verify the correctness of data processing steps is to sum all radial velocity 

components to get the heliocentric velocity for each star (Figure 3). The total average cluster 

velocity for our sample is 𝑣𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑣𝑒𝑙 = −182.8
𝑘𝑚

𝑠
 with a scatter of ± 5.6

𝑘𝑚

𝑠
, which is in 

agreement with Harris (1996) 𝑣𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑣𝑒𝑙 = −184.2
𝑘𝑚

𝑠
. 

 

Figure 2: S/Ns versus V magnitude for all GIRAFFE sample stars 

 

Figure 3: Heliocentric radial velocity for all GIRAFFE sample stars, the average cluster 

velocity (red solid) is in agreement with the published value (yellow) within the 1σ (red 

dashed) limits. 
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3.  Abundance Determination 
 

After the 2-dimensional image is read out from the CCD detector, the data reduction and the 

data processing, the spectra are ready to be analysed. To measure the metal abundances in each 

star, it is necessary to define several input parameters for the line formation theory which 

calculates the line profiles in each star. For a graphical visualization of the line-formation, the 

Spectral Investigation Utility (SIU) (Reetz 1991) written in IDL is used. Its main task is to 

compare the observed spectrum with a theoretical synthetic spectrum within a user-friendly 

graphical user interface. Stellar parameters such as effective temperature (Teff), surface gravity 

(log g) and metallicity (Fe/H) of the star are the main input parameters for the underlying line 

formation theory. In this work photometric parameters derived by Gruyters et al. (2016) by 

using VI broadband photometry (Stetson, 2000 & 2005) are used, since Gruyters et al. 

conducted his photometric study on the same sample stars of M30. The basic idea of photometry 

is to use color indexes which are mainly sensitive to the effective temperatures. Colors are 

synonyms for filters which transmit only a specific wavelength region resulting in names such 

as B (blue), V (visual), R (red) etc. By integrating the transmitted total flux for a given filter, 

apparent magnitudes on a logarithmic scale can be defined, hence color indexes e.g. B-V can 

be used to derive effective temperatures. Furthermore, photometric temperatures and known 

constant distance to the observer, one can straightforwardly derive the relative surface gravities 

for stars to determine abundance differences. 

SIU uses a grid of hydrostatic 1-dimensional stellar atmosphere models with plan-parallel 

MAFAGS atmospheres (Fuhrmann et al. 1997, Grupp 2004). The line formation is assumed to 

be in local thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE). For a detailed description of the line-formation 

theory, it is recommended to read through the stated publications. 

Nevertheless, it is necessary to understand the basic properties of stellar spectra: Which lines 

originate from which elements, why they vary in strength along the evolutionary branch and 

why spectral lines are broadened etc. As an electron in an atom gets excited by a photon, the 

theoretical line profile can be described as a Dirac delta-function, in which the amplitude is 

mainly dictated by the average temperature of the stellar atmosphere. By changing the effective 

temperature, atmospheric structure parameters such as line opacity 𝑙𝑣 and continous opacity 𝜅𝑣 

(Gray 2005) vary, resulting in differing line strengths. The equivalent width of a spectral line 

is proportional to 
𝑙𝑣

𝜅𝑣
⁄  and as it turns out, cooler stars have a lower ionization degree but also 

a lower electron pressure in the stellar atmosphere which result in a lower continous opacity. In 

LTE the electron pressure plays a dominant role for the equivalent width engendering stronger 

line profiles towards RGB stars.   

In addition, spectral lines have a broadened line profile. Classical broadening mechanisms such 

as natural, thermal, collisional and radiative broadening play all a role for line broadening. A 

series of line formation studies by Asplund (2000) in the solar photosphere show that solar 

granulation in which hot bright material is moving upwards while cool dark material is sinking, 

causes additional convective Doppler broadening of spectral lines. However, the exact velocity 

field of granulation for a distant star is not hydrodynamical modelled in 1D, hence two 

parameters – the micro and macroturbulence parameter - are introduced in the line formation 

theory. These empirical parameters traditionally account for line broadening on length scales 
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smaller and larger than a unit optical depth without the need for hydrodynamic modeling of 

convection.  

In principle, every element is affected by atomic diffusion but only a handful are suitable 

candidates for evaluation: The sample stars are too cold to observe helium, and beryllium & 

boron are not observed in our spectral range while also being further processed in RGB stars, 

making evolutionary comparisons obsolete. Carbon and nitrogen are contaminated by 

processed material dredged up from the core for the more evolved RGB stars, which thwarts 

the precise derivation of the initial chemical composition on the surface region. Oxygen, 

sodium, aluminum, and magnesium are influenced by external pollution (Gratton et al. 2001) 

resulting in anti-correlation patterns (Kraft et al. 1997). In the end, elements such as iron and 

titanium, calium are left for the analysis. Nevertheless, in the differential LTE line-to-line 

analysis, the abundances of the elements: iron, titanium, magnesium, barium, aluminum, and 

sodium are determined. Calium is not observed in the GIRAFFE spectra at hand. 

3.1. Iron abundance 
To conduct a proper star-to-star abundance analysis, the spectrum continua have to be 

normalized to unity through the division of a low order polynomial fit of the continuum. 

However, correct continuum placement is of great importance especially for the weaker lines 

as it can alter the equivalent widths dramatically (Gruyters et al. 2013). Also, correct 

identification of the noise and continuum level is an important task of an astronomer. A good 

rule of thumb on a low S/N spectrum is: fitting a polynomial just a bit above the apparent 

average of the noise level, as there are unresolved spectral lines removing a bit of continuum 

flux.  

In the spectral region of UVES, 11 non-blended iron lines (full line list in the appendix, Table 

3) have been detected. Blended lines are excluded since only one species contribution represent 

the accurate iron content. The line strengths vary from EW 10 mÅ (very weak) to 120 mÅ 

(strong) (Figure 4). Different line strenghts are crucial to get a good estimation of the 

microturbulence parameter ξ but the strongest lines (EW > 130 mÅ) are not considered because 

they are too vulnerable to ξ and NLTE effects. NLTE effects include varying excitation, 

ionization and collision effects throughout giants and dwarfs (Korn et al. 2007). NLTE effects 

can be limited by choosing single ionized elements such as Fe II, which are formed at near LTE 

conditions. 

Before the line-to-line analysis can be carried out, it must be ensured that every iron line fit 

gives the correct abundances. Different lines are affected differently by convection effects, 

hence the abundance sensitivity is studied through changing the microturbulence parameter ξ =

±0.1 km/s. An accurate value for ξ is found if the abundance is constant through all line 

strengths (Figure 5). As the weakest lines are insensitive to microturbulence, they dictate the 

overall abundance for the stronger lines with a larger equivalent width. In the end, the total 

average metallicity for each star should resemble the cluster iron abundance within ist 

uncertainty (Figure 6). The sensitivity of the microturbulence parameter with changing surface 

gravity is shown in Figure 7. As this parameter is a free parameter with no deeper meaning than 

a substitute for surface convection, the increasing trend of the parameter has to be treated as an 

empirical result for further analysis. 

In the spectral region of GIRAFFE, only one non-blended iron line (full line list in the appendix, 

Table 4) has been detected in all (TOP, SGB & RGB) evolutionary stages (Figure 8). Hence a 
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full analysis of the microturbulence parameter cannot be carried out as it was only a single weak 

to medium weak line. However, the UVES analysis concludes that the microturbulence 

parameter is reaching a constant value towards TOP & SGB stars (Figure 7). This constant 

value of ξ = 1.5 km/s was therefore adopted for the GIRAFFE sample as a typical value for 

SGB and TOP stars, making the macroturbulence parameter the main free parameter for 

abundance determination. As the macroturbulence parameter can be understood as a free 

empirical parameter, a huge line-to-line variation within a star has to be avoided because this 

parameter can be interpreted as convection on large scales which shall not vary significantly 

within a star.  

 

Figure 4: SIU synthetized fit (blue) of different Fe II lines in a bright RGB spectrum (M30-

1644. red dashed) observed with UVES. The top iron line has an EW of 124 mÅ, the bottom 

one 34 mÅ (note: different flux scale) 
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Figure 5: By adjusting the microturbulence parameter ξ the sensitive strongest Fe II lines 

should align with the non-sensitive weakest lines. 

 

Figure 6: The total iron abundance for each UVES star (blue dots) all falls within the clusters 

average metallicity (red). 
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Figure 7: Empirical result of the adjustment of the microturbulence parameter, it is increasing 

towards more evolved RGB stars. 

 

 

Figure 8: SIU synthesised Fe II fit (blue) in an RGB (upper) and TOP (lower) spectrum 

(dashed red) observed by GIRAFFE. 
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3.2. Magnesium, Titanium, Barium, Sodium, Aluminium 
After the average metallicity per star is derived through the previous analysis, it is now possible 

to measure the above-mentioned elements. In the UVES setting, four Na I lines (EW ~ 15 mÅ), 

two Mg I lines (EW ~ 20 mÅ & 90 mÅ) and one Al I line (EW ~ 10 mÅ) line can be detected 

(Figure 9 & 10) (Line list Appendix Table 3). The microturbulence parameter is set accordingly 

to the values of iron as convection effects are assumed not to be element-specific. For some 

stars the S/N ratio was not high enough, hence a 2-sigma upper limit line was fit into the noise, 

in which 1σ = (S/N)−1  (Figure 10) as the overall UVES sample size of 25 is already small. In 

the GIRAFFE setting, there were two Ti II lines, one Mg I line and one Ba II line visible in all 

evolutionary stages (Figure 11-13) (Line List Appendix Table 4). 

As the standard deviation in abundance determination is expected to increase towards TOP stars 

due to the lower S/N spectra, the accuracy of the mean value and abundances is also suffering. 

To get a good estimate of the true value one creates group averaged spectra. By combining 

several stars with similar stellar parameters, the S/N is increasing and a mean abundance value 

can be derived. The stars are sorted into the following groups (Table 1): 

Table 1: Groups of the stars and number of stars which belong in this group 

Number of stars 𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  [K] log 𝑔̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  Combined S/N Sorted by 

1 

 

16 

 

23 

 

26 

 

4 

 

11 

 

5 

 

6 

 

12 

 

59 

4797 

 

5006 

 

5184 

 

5378 

 

5567 

 

5701 

 

5821 

 

5962 

 

6131 

 

6344 

 

1.71 

 

2.25 

 

2.79 

 

3.27 

 

3.51 

 

3.59 

 

3.64 

 

3.73 

 

3.83 

 

4.00 

180 

 

220 

 

230 

 

120 

 

72 

 

70 

 

50 

 

70 

 

75 

 

60 

1.50 ≤ log g < 2.00 

 

2.00 ≤ log g < 2.50 

 

2.50 ≤ log g < 3.00 

 

3.00 ≤ log g < 3.50 

 

5500 ≤ T < 5600 

 

5600 ≤ T < 5750 

 

5750 ≤ T < 5900 

 

5900 ≤ T < 6050 

 

6050 ≤ T < 6200 

 

6200 ≤ T 

 

Total stars: 163    Total Groups: 10 
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For more evolved stars, the main sensitivity is not in the effective temperature but in the surface 

gravity due to its enormous range. This sensitivity changes when the stars are reaching values 

of 3.50 ≤ log g. In these evolutionary stages, the stars are more varying in effective temperature. 

The biggest group is the group of the TOP stars, which is the most vulnerable for huge 

abundance variations within its group due to their lower S/N. The average S/N for a single star 

is about 20 whereas the combined spectrum has a S/N > 70. The smallest group is the brightest 

group containing a single star: M30-3528. Abundances derived through the analysis of this star 

should not be weighted as much as groups with larger sizes, as there can always be outliers. 

M30-3528 is also quite evolved relative to the other stars so I only included this group for the 

sake of completeness.    

In spectra, in which there was only one detectable line per element, I have assumed an error of 

0.1 dex which is the order of error of the standard deviation in the UVES Fe II analysis. 

Furthermore, a short sensitivity study using the uncertainties in photometric parameters of 

Gruyters et al. (2015) resulted in deviations of 0.05 dex, which is not a representative error 

estimate to explain the classical standard deviation of the UVES Fe II analysis. Lind (2007) 

conducted a more extended and sophisticated sensitivity study on stars in the Globular Cluster 

NGC 6397 with a similar metallicity (Fe/H = -2.0) showing that an effective temperature change 

of 100 K, a surface gravity increase of 0.3 dex or a microturbulence deviation of 0.2 km/s in a 

given temperature range of 5400 K to 6200 K will result in a typical error of 0.05 dex except 

for magnesium, which deviates more towards cooler stars. 

 

Figure 9: Mg I & Na I lines observed in different RGB stars, observed red dashed and 

synthetic blue, UVES 
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Figure 10: Al I was not always visible in RGB stars – comparison top & bottom, hence a 2σ 

fit (blue) was fit into the noisy spectrum (red), UVES 

 

Figure 11: Ti II line fit (blue) in an RGB (upper) and TOP (bottom) star (dashed red), 

GIRAFFE 
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Figure 12: Mg I line (blue) in a group averaged spectrum (dashed red). The top panel is a star 

with approx. 2.50 < log g < 3.00 & the bottom panel is a star with a temperature between 

5900 K < T < 6050 K, GIRAFFE 

 

Figure 13: Ba II line (blue) in a group averaged spectrum (dashed red), the upper star has 3.00 

< log g < 3.50 and the lower star has 6200 K < T, GIRAFFE 
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4. Results & Discussion 
 

The M30 cluster metallicity derived through the analysis of Fe II lines of the UVES sample is 

[Fe/H] = -2.30 ±0.03 dex which is in agreement of our initial model guess of [Fe/H] = -2.30 

dex and other studies by Gruyters et al. (2016), Carretta et al. (2009) and O‘Malley et al. (2018). 

The error is calculated through gaussian propagation of error in the averaging of RGB star 

metallicities. Nevertheless, Larsen et al. (2017) have a slightly lower metallicity with [Fe/H] = 

-2.40±0.05 dex probably because they used a different and less precise method: integrated light 

spectroscopy. 

Figures 14 & 15 show the abundance analysis results from Al vs. Mg and Al vs. Na. By 

increasing the initial size of 12 to 25, the statistical significance of the shown anti-correlation 

between Al and Mg improved. We got one more Al depleted star M30-62994 added while the 

majority of the sample either did not have any measurable Al content, therefore a 2σ line was 

fit into the noise, or bundled into the intermediate polluted group ([Al/Fe] ~ 0.4). M30-62994, 

M30-201180 & M30-1884 are stars belonging to the primordial group in which Al is not 

enriched ([Al/Fe] < 0.2) at the cost of magnesium. The standard deviation in Mg is higher since 

there were only two visible lines in comparison to Na I with four or Fe II with eleven lines. In 

the case of Al I, I assumed a typical standard deviation of 0.1 dex, as this order of error can be 

seen in the Fe II line analysis. In our current understanding the ON and NeNa cycles are ignited 

in the same temperature range, hence Na-O is expected to be anti-correlating. But in our 

observed spectral range, there are no measurable oxygen lines. However, at slightly higher 

stellar temperatures the MgAl cycle starts in parallel to the ongoing ON and NeNa cycles. This 

result in a direct correlation (Figure 15) between Al and Na, as they are both anti-correlated 

partners to the alpha elements O and Mg which is indirect evidence of the Na-O anti-correlation. 

This trend is strengthened by M30-62944 which has the lowest [Al/Fe] abundance with a steady 

low [Na/Fe] content. Comparing our results with O‘Malley et al. (2018) we can indirectly 

confirm their findings of a Na-O anti-correlation present in a handful of RGB stars in M30 and 

also confirm the co-existence of the Mg-Al anti-correlation which they could not verify due to 

their high uncertainties. In addition, Carretta et al. (2018) who conducted an Al analysis of NGC 

2808 ([Fe/H] ~ -1.14 dex), derived similar [Al/Fe] & [Mg/Fe] values and also identified a 

correlation between [Al/Fe] & [Na/Fe] with congruent element ratios. A followed up study by 

Carretta & Bragaglia (2018) of the Globular Cluster NGC 6388 ([Fe/H] = -0.44, Carretta et al. 

2007) show identical correlation behavior.  
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Figure 14: The small sample of 25 with 14 detectable Al lines show a anti-correlated trend 

(Spearman ϱs= -0.583) with decreasing Mg content, UVES 

 

Figure 15: Na & Al are correlating (Spearman ϱs= 0.641) to each other as a direct result of 

being partners of the alpha elements Mg & O, UVES 
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The diffusion study results of the larger GIRAFFE sample are shown in Figure 16-19. Fe, Mg, 

and Ba show a visible decreasing trend in surface abundance towards TOP stars (Table 2). As 

the star-to-star scatter increases towards TOP stars due to lower S/N compared to the brighter 

RGB and SGB stars, the co-added group averaged spectra give us a good estimate of the overall 

trend behavior. For the RGB-to-TOP analysis of Fe, we get an overall difference of 

 ∆𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜀[𝐹𝑒] = 0.20 ± 0.08 𝑑𝑒𝑥 while Gruyters et al. (2016) derived a similar trend 

 ∆𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜀[𝐹𝑒] = 0.22 ± 0.06 𝑑𝑒𝑥. Our results are also consistent with other Globular Cluster 

studies (NGC 6752 Gruyters et al. (2013), NGC 6397 Lind (2007), Korn et al. (2007), 

Nordlander et al. (2012) which show a similar restoration effect on GCs with higher 

metallicities. As shown in the UVES analysis, magnesium suffers from the Mg-Al anti-

correlation with a larger fraction of stars belonging to the intermediate polluted population. Due 

to the lack of observations in aluminum in the GIRAFFE setting, it is not clear to what degree 

the anti-correlation alters the abundances. The visual star-to-star scatter is higher in Mg, which 

can be caused by the MgAl cycle, or due to lower S/N as Mg I is in general the weakest line of 

all observed lines (Table 4). Especially in the TOP region, where a good continuum placement 

is crucial for a precise abundance analysis for the weakest lines. But it is also the toughest task 

to distinquish the noise level from the continuum level as a direct result of lower S/N. Hence, 

the group averaged spectra show us a more accurate trend behavior: ∆𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜀[𝑀𝑔] = 0.30 ±
0.10𝑑𝑒𝑥 

For Ba II there is a steep trend reaching values up to ∆𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜀[𝐵𝑎] = 0.29 ± 0.13 𝑑𝑒𝑥  At present, 

there exists no Ba diffusion modeling prediction, therefore it is uncertain if the overall trend is 

revealing the restauration of the initial surface abundances. Ti has a non-existent trend 

∆𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜀[𝑇𝑖] = 0.01 ± 0.10 𝑑𝑒𝑥 from RGB-to-TOP, however the observations form a v-shaped 

trend caused through lower abundances in SGB stars. This is due to effects of radiative 

accelaration, which is stronger than gravitational settling at the bottom of the mixing zone for 

Ti, Ca and Sc engendering higher abundances towards TOP region (Gruyters et al. 2013). 

Now, comparing our results with diffusion models which include atomic diffusion and 

additional mixing (AddMix) with varying efficiencies, the match between T5.8 and the 

abundances in Fe, Mg and Ti is best. AddMix uses a parametric function of density to model 

additional processes in stellar-structure. The efficiency of AddMix is depending on a fixed 

temperature 𝑇𝑥 (Richard et al. 2005). For our available diffusion models of M30, T6.0 has the 

highest mixing efficiency. However, due to the high uncertainties of 0.1 dex in each element, it 

is not clear if Fe and Ti is accurately predicted by T5.8 as other diffusion models are also in the 

range of error. In addition, the absolute abundances of the diffusion models has been shifted to 

match the observations on the cooler end, a procedure which also suffers from uncertainties. 

Nevertheless, Gruyters et al. (2016) who conducted a Li abundance study on M30, did a smaller 

Fe and Ca analysis and also concluded that T5.8 is the best fitting diffusion model for Fe and 

Ca.  

Overall, the GIRAFFE analysis shows that M30 is another GC in which the surface abundances 

of MS stars of Fe, Mg, Ti and possibly Ba are getting lowered by atomic diffusion & mixing 

processes. The results of UVES unveil a correlation between Na-Al showing the parallel 

existence of the Na-O anti-correlation to the observed Mg-Al anti-correlation. These results 

suggest the existence of primordial stellar populations polluting the initial chemical 

composition of the now observed low mass stars.  
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Table 2: Co-added group abundance differences of the GIRAFFE analysis 

Element TOP SGB RGB 

Fe II 

Mg I 

Ti II 

Ba II 

4.89± 0.06 
5.02± 0.09 
2.59± 0.09 
-0.98 ±0.11 

4.98 ±0.07 
5.27 ±0.06 
2.53 ±0.07 
-0.90 ±0.08 

5.10± 0.05 
5.32± 0.05 
2.60± 0.06 
-0.69± 0.07 

 

Figure 16:  An increasing Fe trend towards more evolved stars. The group average stars (blue) 

show the identical behavior, the red dashed line represents the initial model abundance, 

GIRAFFE 
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Figure 17: Ti shows an overall flat trend within all evolutionary stages of a star, the red 

dashed line represents the initial model abundance, GIRAFFE 

 

Figure 18: Mg shows an increasing trend from end-to-end, but it can be contaminated by the 

anti-correlation pattern shown with UVES, the red dashed line represents the initial model 

abundance, GIRAFFE 
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Figure 19: Ba shows an overall increasing trend towards more evolved stars, the red dashed 

line represents the initial model abundance, GIRAFFE 
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5. Summary 
 

A sample of 177 Stars (observed with GIRAFFE) and 13 additional stars increasing the initial 

UVES sample size to 25 of the Globular Cluster M30 has been observed with the ESO-VLT 

facility in Chile. The data reduction process was automated through the ESO Reflex Pipeline. 

The methods used for the radial velocity correction for both samples differ slightly: In UVES 

the sample stars are bright enough (V mag < 16) resulting in high S/N ratios in each observation 

before co-addition. Hence binary systems could be detected and excluded for further analysis. 

In the GIRAFFE setup, the majority of the sample size had magnitudes of V > 16, therefore the 

S/N ratio in each individual frame was not high enough. This led to problems with the Fourier 

cross-correlation shift using a synthetic template sun spectrum – the high S/N Kitt-Peak Solar 

Atlas (Kurucz et al. 1984) - in the metallicity range of the cluster of [Fe/H] = -2.3. By assuming 

there are no binary systems in this sample set and the proper motion of each star is negligible 

during the observation period, the heliocentric component was eliminated and afterward, the 

spectra were co-added before being shifted to laboratory values. During this process 14 stars 

had to be excluded from further analysis because the S/N of the resulting co-added spectrum 

was not high enough for Fourier cross-correlation shifting, reducing the total GIRAFFE sample 

to 163. 

SIU, a visual spectral analysis tool written in IDL, provides a convenient graphical user 

interface to compare a synthetic line profile with the observed spectrum. SIU uses 1-

dimensional plan parallel hydrostatic MAFAGS atmospheres and treats line formation in LTE. 

Furthermore mixing length convection is considered in the underlying line formation theory. 

SIU needs three main input parameter to calculate a synthetic line profile: the effective 

temperature, the surface gravity and the metallicity of a star. Additional free parameters such 

as micro & macro turbulence parameters empirically determined. The stellar parameters are 

adopted from Gruyters et al. (2016) in which they conducted photometric studies of the identical 

sample stars using VI broadband photometry (Stetson 2000 & 2005). 

We detect 11 non-blended Fe II lines, 4 Na I lines, 2 Mg I lines and 1 Al I line in the UVES 

spectra and 1 Fe II line, 2 Ti II, 1 Mg I and 1 Ba II line, visible in all evolutionary stages, in the 

GIRAFFE spectra. Because convection effects affect varying line strengths differently, we use 

the 11 Fe II lines in the RGB stars to adjust the microturbulence parameter to compensate for 

these effects. A good value is found when the strongest lines show the same abundances as the 

insensitive weaker lines. We derive a metallicity of [Fe/H] = -2.30 ± 0.03 dex congruent with 

other published metallicities. We also found that the microturbulence parameter remains 

constant for less evolved stars, so we can assume a constant value of ξ = 1.5 km/s for the TOP 

and SGB stars in our GIRAFFE sample due to the lack of abundance of Fe II lines with varying 

line strengths. In general, the EWs for Fe, Mg, Ti & Ba in  TOP and SGB stars are small enough 

to be insesitive to ξ, so the macroturbulence parameter is the main free parameter for abundance 

determination.  

The typical S/N for a TOP star has values around 20 engendering higher star-to-star variations 

with similar stellar parameters. To get a good estimate for the true mean value we combine 

multiple star spectra with nearly identical stellar parameters. We divided the GIRAFFE sample 

into 10 groups with log g or T as the main grouping parameter. The resulting average stellar 

spectra have a significantly higher S/N (~60 for the faintest group) which improve the 
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abundance analysis for a specific star group. Results from the brightest group have to be given 

less weight, since it only consists of one highly evolved star: M30-3528.  

In the UVES analysis, we confirmed the presence of a Na-Al correlation (Spearman ϱs= 0.641)  

and an Mg-Al anti-correlation (Spearman ϱs= -0.583) in RGB stars. As Na and Al are 

correlating, it indirectly indicates the existence of the Na-O anti-correlation in the same RGB 

stars, without actually observing O. Furthermore, our results verify the findings of O‘Malley et 

al. (2018), who suggested the presence of the Mg-Al anti-correlation but could not provide 

strong confidence due to higher abundance uncertainties. Nevertheless, O‘Malley et al. (2018) 

detected a strong Na-O anti-correlation in M30, complementing our analysis. 

In the GIRAFFE analysis we found a significant diffusion & mixing trend for the elements Fe, 

Mg and Ba. Fe, Mg and Ti are best represented by the T5.8 diffusion model, which Gruyters et 

al. (2016) found also for Fe and Ca.  The overall trends have similar gradients in other Globular 

Cluster studies by Gruyters et al. (2013), Nordlander et al. (2012), Korn et al. (2007) with higher 

cluster metallicities around [Fe/H] ~ -2.0. Our results imply that M30 is another Globular 

Cluster in which the initial surface abundances of Fe and Mg gets restored once the stars are 

evolving further on the RGB. For Ba II it is not clear if these results are showing us the effects 

of atomic diffusion, as there are no mixing models for Ba to date but we find it likely that 

barium is affected by atomic diffusion effects. For Ti II we found a v-shaped trend which can 

be interpreted to be caused by stronger radiative acceleration at the bottom of the mixing zone 

than gravity, which predicts higher Ti abundances towards TOP stars as Gruyters et al. (2013) 

also showed.   
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7. Appendix 

7.1. Line list  
Table 3: UVES line list, the EW are measured values of M30-1498 (RGB star) to indicate the 

line strength, a: Meléndez & Barbuy (2009), b: Gruyters et al. (2013), *atomic data of 

transition propabilities 

Element 

Wavelength 

[Å] 

EW 

[mÅ] log gf* 

UVES   

 

 

Fe 5018.4 121 -1.100a 

 5197.6 49 -2.220a 

 5264.8 9 -3.250b 

 5276.0 63 -2.010a 

 5284.1 22 -3.200b 

 5316.6 95 -1.870a 

 5325.6 9 -3.324b 

 5362.9 35 -2.570a 

 5425.3 9 -3.390b 

 5534.8 21 -2.750a 

 6456.4 19 -2.050a 

    

 

Mg 5528.4 106 -0.498b 

 5711.1 22 -1.724b 

Na 5682.6 19 -0.706b 

 5688.2 31 -0.452b 

 6154.2 3 -1.547b 

 6160.7 6 -1.260b 

Al 6696.0 11 -1.347b 

 

Table 4: GIRAFFE line list, the EW are measured values of a typical RGB 

star to indicate the line strength, a: SIU internal log-gf values b: there exists 

3more Fe II lines only visible in RGBs, EW ~40 mÅ 

Element  

Wavelength 

[Å] 

EW 

[mÅ] log gfa 

GIRAFFE   

 

 

Feb 4583.8 76 -1.802 

Ti 4571.9 50 -0.209 

 4563.7 91 -0.795 

Ba 4554.0 79 -0.789 

Mg 4702.9 46 -0.580 
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7.2. Whole Data Analysis 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5: UVES analysis *2σ Upper limit, in which 1σ=(S/N)-1 

ID V [mag] T [K] log g S/N logε[Fe] logε[Mg] logε[Al] logε[Na] 

62994 11.99 4267 0.49 500 5.23 5.87 4.05 3.75 

2448 12.58 4433 0.86 320 5.24 5.63 5.07 4.51 

3630 13.04 4553 1.13 168 5.28 5.67 5.04 4.49 

6475 13.31 4619 1.29 163 5.19 5.52 4.84 4.33 

1884 13.42 4643 1.34 144 5.18 5.78 4.30 4.03 

201180 13.56 4677 1.42 140 5.27 5.83 4.71 4.26 

1644 13.77 4722 1.53 170 5.20 5.55 4.97 4.29 

1498 13.90 4751 1.60 160 5.19 5.57 4.78 4.52 

1498 13.90 4751 1.60 125 5.20 5.55 4.95 4.40 

3214 13.92 4756 1.61 140 5.19 5.72 4.21* 3.94 

3727 14.03 4778 1.66 150 5.20 5.66 4.68 4.09 

5771 14.48 4866 1.89 120 5.21 5.72 4.35* 3.93 

6255 14.58 4887 1.94 110 5.19 5.48 4.81 4.39 

6744 14.67 4903 1.98 90 5.26 5.72 4.38* 3.93 

3099 14.71 4911 2.01 80 5.21 5.52 4.68* 3.94 

210 14.83 4935 2.07 130 5.18 5.51 4.75 4.31 

1945 14.95 4956 2.12 152 5.17 5.61 4.49* 4.12 

4985 15.19 5001 2.24 156 5.19 5.65 4.81 4.46 

5242 15.29 5018 2.29 70 5.19 5.66 4.71* 4.11 

6064 15.34 5028 2.31 123 5.18 5.51 4.73* 4.37 

6044 15.38 5035 2.33 123 5.20 5.67 4.72* 3.97 

6446 15.42 5040 2.35 70 5.20 5.66 4.65* 4.02 

751 15.56 5065 2.41 106 5.21 5.56 4.89* 3.98 

146 15.67 5084 2.47 40 5.21 5.74 4.93* 4.36 
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Table 6: GIRAFFE analysis 

ID V [mag] Teff [K] log g S/N vr [km/s] logε[Fe] logε[Ti] logε[Mg] logε[Ba] 

3528 14.12 4798 1.71 98 -192.73 5.34 2.66 5.21 -0.19 

3099 14.71 4911 2.01 158 -188.72 5.37 2.55 5.27 -0.35 

5205 14.71 4912 2.01 100 -181.00 5.24 2.49 5.40 -1.39 

5171 14.87 4941 2.08 90 -179.58 5.31 2.59 4.97 -1.19 

1945 14.95 4956 2.12 72 -190.00 5.21 2.68 5.29 -0.43 

1875 14.96 4958 2.13 131 -186.66 5.31 2.68 5.19 -0.44 

5523 15.15 4993 2.22 106 -184.56 5.14 2.54 5.32 -0.49 

2530 15.15 4993 2.22 225 -184.39 5.14 2.53 5.32 -0.67 

4985 15.19 5001 2.24 93 -184.30 5.21 2.68 5.15 -0.58 

5410 15.28 5017 2.28 85 -179.74 5.09 2.34 4.93 -0.58 

4385 15.30 5020 2.29 92 -177.88 5.04 2.54 5.28 -0.74 

6044 15.38 5035 2.33 112 -183.50 5.06 2.69 5.27 -0.68 

3040 15.53 5060 2.40 140 -187.04 5.23 2.64 5.32 -0.32 

751 15.56 5065 2.41 90 -180.60 5.41 2.59 5.47 0.04 

1878 15.60 5072 2.44 75 -183.04 5.27 2.70 5.40 -0.39 

1062 15.64 5079 2.46 94 -183.01 5.26 2.76 5.40 -0.16 

1910 15.67 5083 2.47 74 -189.24 5.05 2.59 5.31 -0.50 

1048 15.85 5114 2.55 70 -190.00 5.06 2.52 5.38 -0.24 

200824 16.00 5137 2.62 60 -189.16 5.41 2.86 5.27 -0.29 

3711 16.08 5151 2.66 70 -187.49 5.18 2.72 5.33 -0.34 

4903 16.09 5151 2.66 65 -180.21 5.21 2.59 5.34 -0.34 

5885 16.10 5152 2.67 65 -194.96 5.21 2.51 5.24 -0.59 

2534 16.12 5156 2.68 69 -193.28 5.16 2.62 5.29 -0.32 

2877 16.13 5158 2.69 55 -189.97 4.96 2.63 5.26 -0.84 

5712 16.18 5165 2.71 60 -180.20 5.04 2.61 5.28 -0.74 

5804 16.30 5183 2.76 60 -186.91 5.18 2.55 5.33 -0.69 

5379 16.31 5186 2.77 45 -184.71 5.21 2.56   

3307 16.35 5192 2.79 45 -185.98 5.21 2.53 5.28 -0.82 

234 16.36 5192 2.79 50 -190.17 5.16 2.58 5.40 -0.59 

227 16.37 5194 2.79 50 -191.72 5.11 2.51 5.29 -0.59 

6714 16.40 5199 2.81 54 -184.46 5.21 2.65 5.35 -0.69 

4653 16.47 5210 2.84 48 -187.76 5.21 2.58 5.27 -0.74 

6142 16.54 5220 2.87 55 -191.07 5.09 2.53 5.30 -0.36 

5098 16.61 5230 2.91 50 -173.11 5.19 2.81 5.59 0.06 

4801 16.62 5232 2.91 49 -194.06 5.13 2.66 5.37 -0.59 

956 16.62 5232 2.91 33 -173.22 5.18 2.62 5.30 0.01 

3196 16.73 5248 2.96 40 -177.91 5.21 2.63 5.33 -0.19 

4383 16.76 5252 2.97 48 -185.85 5.11 2.48  -0.49 

6099 16.78 5255 2.98 50 -187.27 5.11 2.43 5.31 -0.68 

2050 16.81 5260 3.00 45 -183.98 5.16 2.72 5.29  
2016 16.87 5268 3.02 50 -187.81 5.11 2.48 5.28 -0.44 

2282 16.90 5273 3.04 45 -170.61 5.06 2.67 5.37 -0.49 

6460 16.95 5281 3.06 45 -186.64 5.14 2.55 5.28  
2247 17.12 5307 3.14 37 -190.39 4.88  5.30 -0.89 
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ID V [mag] Teff [K] log g S/N vr [km/s] logε[Fe] logε[Ti] logε[Mg] logε[Ba] 

200868 17.15 5313 3.15 25 -176.52 4.99  5.19  
6313 17.20 5321 3.17 58 -179.49 5.03 2.69 5.13 -0.61 

1020 17.24 5328 3.19 35 -191.60 4.86 2.53  -0.79 

4901 17.29 5339 3.22 40 -182.57 4.86 2.53 4.95 -1.14 

6231 17.32 5344 3.23 35 -185.08 4.81 2.48 4.98 -0.89 

669 17.36 5353 3.25 42 -185.10 4.89 2.43 5.33 -0.76 

392 17.38 5357 3.26 35 -181.36 5.23 2.53 5.35  
6292 17.41 5365 3.28 35 -185.88 5.09 2.68 5.11 -0.89 

18 17.44 5372 3.29 24 -177.69 5.01 2.52 5.27 -0.77 

5980 17.45 5375 3.30 39 -185.93 4.76 2.68 5.20 -1.14 

4577 17.48 5383 3.31 35 -181.38 5.16 2.62 5.39 -0.54 

67415 17.52 5393 3.33 86 -182.17 4.92 2.55 5.17 -0.88 

4689 17.54 5401 3.34 34 -192.07 4.96 2.38 4.91 -1.14 

384 17.55 5404 3.35 35 -177.49 4.88 2.58 5.56 -0.86 

200275 17.55 5404 3.35 30 -186.38 4.73 2.51 5.14  
2069 17.55 5405 3.35 30 -187.54 4.91  5.13 -0.72 

6614 17.57 5411 3.36 25 -188.65 4.88 2.51 5.23 -0.39 

6730 17.62 5428 3.38 34 -192.71 5.18  5.04 -0.92 

4779 17.62 5431 3.39 35 -183.75 4.91 2.41 5.23 -1.14 

2504 17.67 5452 3.41 35 -190.62 4.71  5.18 -0.86 

226 17.71 5472 3.43 28 -177.74 4.86 2.71 5.37  
898 17.75 5497 3.46 40 -182.42 5.13 2.79 7.37 -0.87 

201548 17.80 5534 3.49 40 -174.48 4.88 2.62 5.22 -0.79 

21 17.82 5562 3.51 25 -184.13 5.09  5.36 -1.00 

200907 17.84 5582 3.53 40 -186.46 4.96 2.62 5.20 -0.69 

6654 17.85 5590 3.53 40 -176.66 5.18 2.50 5.17 -0.66 

5733 17.88 5632 3.56 43 -180.96 5.16 2.43 5.45 -0.72 

4509 17.90 5674 3.58 47 -184.63 4.86 2.43 5.18 -0.92 

1507 17.90 5678 3.59 50 -183.96 4.94 2.49 5.31 -0.41 

3485 17.91 5684 3.59 50 -182.67 5.01 2.51 5.32 -1.19 

3242 17.92 5708 3.60 43 -184.75 4.94 2.44 5.34 -0.79 

6309 17.92 5709 3.60 50 -179.84 4.91 2.38 5.22 -0.72 

1552 17.92 5716 3.61 38 -174.81 4.97 2.55 5.19 -0.63 

6678 17.93 5721 3.61 30 -188.90 4.96 2.63  -0.92 

200791 17.93 5725 3.61 40 -184.17 4.95 2.60 5.26 -0.66 

6218 17.93 5728 3.61 54 -174.90 5.16 2.40 5.21 -0.62 

182 17.94 5741 3.62 30 -180.58 5.01 2.53 5.22 -0.89 

2064 17.95 5766 3.63 40 -184.74 4.81 2.61 5.12 -0.76 

5792 17.97 5797 3.65 30 -195.70 5.08    

445 17.98 5826 3.67 37 -179.20 4.96 2.58 5.25 -0.79 

429 18.00 5859 3.68 29 -170.04 5.16  4.97 -0.79 

200809 18.00 5861 3.68 40 -175.35 4.95 2.60 5.23 -0.67 

4656 18.03 5919 3.72 40 -183.17 4.83 2.58 4.95 -1.14 

864 18.03 5926 3.72 40 -188.57 4.82 2.50 5.29 -1.01 

44 18.04 5940 3.73 19 -185.88 5.09  5.33 -0.74 

2423 18.04 5941 3.73 38 -175.21 4.89 2.55 4.95 -1.10 
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ID V [mag] Teff [K] log g S/N vr [km/s] logε[Fe] logε[Ti] logε[Mg] logε[Ba] 

4907 18.08 6010 3.76 45 -177.11 5.18 2.56 5.25 -0.89 

4007 18.09 6042 3.78 47 -181.64 4.94 2.66 5.09 -1.09 

1363 18.11 6065 3.80 45 -179.62 5.11 2.61 5.31 -0.99 

5363 18.12 6079 3.80 40 -174.15 4.58 2.55 4.88 -1.04 

5191 18.13 6095 3.81 70 -186.79 5.71 3.02 5.32 -0.09 

201211 18.14 6106 3.82 35 -181.77 5.11 2.69 5.01 -0.80 

5732 18.14 6115 3.82 60 -179.32 4.91 2.43 5.18 -0.79 

2663 18.15 6131 3.83 30 -180.35 5.10 2.72   

3776 18.15 6131 3.83 35 -179.58 4.94 2.67  -0.49 

848 18.16 6139 3.84 50 -179.77 4.78 2.37  -0.86 

902 18.18 6165 3.85 25 -176.75 4.89 2.68  -0.52 

6519 18.18 6171 3.86 25 -180.48 5.11 2.32   

6621 18.20 6186 3.87 37 -183.32 4.91 2.60   

1289 18.20 6190 3.87 44 -176.63 5.09 2.78 5.16 -0.89 

5390 18.21 6201 3.88 45 -188.46 5.09 2.52 5.31 -0.99 

200249 18.22 6213 3.88 20 -193.62 4.86 2.60  -0.62 

455 18.23 6221 3.89 35 -185.54 4.78 2.39 4.85 -0.88 

1297 18.24 6232 3.90 25 -170.37 4.74 2.29  -1.48 

5950 18.24 6234 3.90 46 -185.99 4.56 2.56 4.86 -1.37 

248 18.24 6240 3.90 37 -179.59 4.61 2.64 4.91 -0.84 

1481 18.25 6242 3.90 40 -180.67 4.93 2.54 4.91 -0.93 

5976 18.26 6256 3.91 32 -184.54 4.43 2.31 5.13 -1.44 

108 18.27 6263 3.92 30 -184.18 4.86 2.34 4.96 -0.85 

6239 18.27 6268 3.92 42 -176.86 4.58 2.33 4.88 -1.52 

4630 18.28 6270 3.92 28 -183.37 4.73 2.40 4.73 -0.95 

6258 18.29 6280 3.93 38 -185.55 4.91 2.51 4.98 -1.08 

5987 18.29 6281 3.93 30 -184.12 4.54 2.55 4.98  
201997 18.29 6284 3.93 40 -177.76 4.88 2.83 5.04 -1.05 

889 18.29 6286 3.93 30 -186.25 4.78 2.42 4.98 -1.13 

288 18.32 6307 3.95 30 -180.55 4.74 2.52 4.90 -0.64 

200512 18.33 6312 3.95 27 -184.05 4.61 2.54 5.19  
5458 18.33 6316 3.96 40 -181.08 4.49 2.41 4.85 -1.66 

5331 18.34 6326 3.97 43 -183.42 4.88 2.49 4.87 -0.73 

200096 18.35 6329 3.97 31 -181.61 4.93 2.65 5.06 -0.87 

5163 18.35 6329 3.97 26 -188.70 5.31 2.58 5.32 -0.49 

4622 18.35 6332 3.97 42 -176.25 4.86 2.41 4.76 -1.59 

682 18.35 6333 3.97 37 -176.01 4.44 2.60   

679 18.37 6344 3.98 40 -182.01 4.83 2.41 4.86 -0.99 

450 18.38 6348 3.99 40 -179.47 4.62 2.65 4.83 -0.88 

3310 18.38 6350 3.99 37 -184.46 4.85 2.58 4.98 -0.75 

2965 18.38 6351 3.99 41 -187.34 4.57 2.56 4.90 -1.34 

6419 18.40 6360 4.00 28 -177.80 4.61 2.54  -1.14 

5473 18.40 6361 4.00 23 -172.33 4.84 2.71 5.06  
2047 18.41 6364 4.00 47 -182.89 4.76 2.65 5.12 -1.23 

5719 18.41 6366 4.00 41 -188.48 4.67 2.52  -1.15 

385 18.41 6367 4.00 36 -177.54 4.85 2.41 4.84 -1.22 
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ID V [mag] Teff [K] log g S/N vr [km/s] logε[Fe] logε[Ti] logε[Mg] logε[Ba] 

305 18.43 6375 4.01 26 -184.95 4.85 2.70  -1.14 

36 18.44 6380 4.02 23 -184.50 4.63 2.54  -1.15 

3309 18.44 6380 4.02 47 -176.95 4.85 2.58 4.98 -1.47 

6441 18.44 6382 4.02 41 -186.24 4.75 2.44 5.07 -1.14 

201979 18.45 6386 4.02 35 -189.03 4.71 2.59 4.88  
200065 18.45 6386 4.03 24 -174.12 4.67 2.69  -0.64 

2164 18.45 6387 4.03 30 -184.31 4.77 2.53 5.07 -0.97 

6328 18.46 6388 4.03 42 -185.82 4.54 2.46 4.88 -1.18 

101 18.46 6390 4.03 28 -174.76 4.88 2.35 5.19 -1.03 

5231 18.47 6394 4.03 40 -181.46 4.55 2.31 4.80 -1.43 

3634 18.47 6395 4.04 49 -180.39 4.64 2.47 4.92  
1089 18.48 6397 4.04 40 -178.41 4.69 2.34 4.95  
2002 18.48 6397 4.04 40 -181.56 5.06 2.66 5.02 -1.25 

3594 18.49 6401 4.04 37 -174.90 4.66 2.56 4.84  
201705 18.49 6402 4.05 40 -184.19 4.76 2.53  -1.34 

4021 18.50 6406 4.05 35 -175.31 4.94 2.74  -1.34 

518 18.51 6408 4.05 20 -162.62 4.73 2.42  -0.67 

201887 18.51 6408 4.05 33 -181.76 4.93 2.58 4.99 -1.12 

5350 18.54 6416 4.07 41 -179.42 5.09 2.67 5.11 -1.09 

1307 18.54 6416 4.07 30 -178.23 4.76 2.41 4.79 -1.54 

4338 18.60 6430 4.10 50 -185.39 4.54 2.60 4.86  
3872 18.67 6437 4.12 43 -178.82 4.69 2.31 5.00 -1.39 

1776 18.71 6439 4.14 36 -179.36 4.69 2.65 4.82 -1.11 

6006 18.78 6438 4.16 35 -174.42 4.64 2.57 5.13  
1118 18.80 6436 4.17 36 -184.45 4.86 2.55 5.05 -1.06 

6105 18.83 6433 4.18 45 -182.28 4.64 2.38 4.85 -1.47 

5364 18.89 6426 4.20 40 -188.82 5.16 2.51 5.31 -1.04 

          

logg15_20 4798 1.71 180  5.34 2.66 5.41 -0.19 

logg20_25 5006 2.26 220  5.08 2.57 5.30 -0.64 

logg25_30 5184 2.80 230  5.11 2.63 5.34 -0.74 

logg30_35 5378 3.28 120  5.04 2.59 5.31 -0.82 

5500_5600 5567 3.52 72  4.98 2.52 5.26 -0.87 

5601_5750 5702 3.60 70  4.99 2.45 5.28 -0.95 

5751_5900 5822 3.64 50  4.90 2.56 5.23 -0.96 

5901_6050 5963 3.74 70  4.93 2.58 5.06 -0.85 

6051_6200 6131 3.83 75  4.89 2.61 5.09 -1.00 

o6200  6344 4.00 60  4.86 2.58 4.90 -1.09 
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Table 7: Abundances of the sun, as stated in SIU 

Element logε,Sun[𝑋] 

Fe 7.51 

Mg 7.53 

Na 6.28 

Al 6.43 

Ba 2.11 

Ti 4.88 

 

 

    

 


